
 
 

Copyright Clearance Center Announces Enhancements to  
Award-Winning Content Workflow Solution, RightFind 

  
RightFind 7.9 Release Brings the Power of Semantic Enrichment and Search to Collaboration Workflows 

 
August 6, 2019 – Danvers, Mass. –  Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (CCC), a leader in advancing 
copyright, accelerating knowledge, and powering innovation, announces enhancements to its award-
winning content workflow solution, RightFind®, making it even easier to find relevant content and 
collaborate to turn information into knowledge. 
 
The latest release advances functionality customers have come to rely on by expanding the power of 
semantic enrichment to the collaboration capabilities in RightFind.  With this release, it becomes the 
first and only content workflow tool to use semantic enrichment to improve the precision of search 
alerts, ensuring relevant literature is not overlooked. Users can filter on key concepts, automatically 
tagging documents with relevant terms.   
 
“As the amount of content and data continues to grow, content users need efficient ways to ensure that 
they don’t miss out on relevant information,” said Lauren Tulloch, Vice President and Managing 
Director, Corporate Markets, CCC. “Semantic enrichment drives the speed and precision of search and 
presents topic tags to give users an easy way to quickly find relevant content, make unexpected 
connections, and organize content for future reference.” 
 
RightFind offers organization-wide secure retrieval of enterprise content and rights information, 
maximizing access to scientific, technical and medical (STM) journals, books, and databases, and 
reducing costs of managing information resources.  Employees easily collaborate with team members in 
accordance with company policy for sharing content, simplifying copyright compliance.  Optionally, 
RightFind customers can access targeted industry knowledge and information management expertise 
when needed through its Managed Knowledge Services team.   
 
ABOUT COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER 
Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) builds unique solutions that connect content and rights in contextually 
relevant ways through software and professional services. CCC helps people navigate vast amounts of 
data to discover actionable insights, enabling them to innovate and make informed decisions. CCC, with 
its subsidiaries RightsDirect and Ixxus, collaborates with customers to advance how data and 
information is integrated, accessed, and shared while setting the standard for effective copyright 
solutions that accelerate knowledge and power innovation. CCC is headquartered in Danvers, Mass. with 
offices across North America, Europe and Asia. To learn more about CCC, visit www.copyright.com.  
 
For more information, please contact: 
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Director, Public Relations 
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